
Keyword-Friendly Product Titles

We research and integrate the terminology 

shoppers use most, providing you maximum 

search engine optimization and site visitor 

engagement.  

Meta Descriptions

We design meta tags to catch shoppers' attention We design meta tags to catch shoppers' attention 

and maximize click-through rates from search 

engine results, ensuring increased visitor 

conversions.  

Unique Product Copy

We create full product descriptions that improve 

the user experience and focus on key product 

features and benefits, helping products rank for features and benefits, helping products rank for 

long-tail keyword phrases and attract more search 

traffic.

Product Description Elements

We create optimized product pages with benefit-rich product descriptions that improve 

organic search rankings and click-through rates, influence purchasing behavior and 

increase conversions.  

Increase organic traffic and maximize shopper conversion rates 
with our unique product and meta descriptions. 

By leveraging the size and speed of the crowd, we create
premium product descriptions quickly and at scale.

Example: We create titles using terminology that shoppers 
use most, developed through our proprietary keyword 
research process. *Keyword metrics from Google Keyword 
Planner.

Uniden Guardian G455 Advanced Wireless Surveillance System
www.staples.com/Uniden-Guardian-Gf455-Wireless.../product

Current Title: 

Keywords in current title:
Surveillance system - 6,600 searches/month*
Wireless surveillance system - 3,600 searches/month

Uniden Guardian G455 Wireless Security Camera System
www.staples.com/Uniden-Guardian-Gf455-Wireless.../product

Recommended Title:  

Keywords in revised title:
Security camera system - 12,100 searches/month
Wireless security camera - 22,000 searches/month

Product Title Example

"Our projects with CrowdSource are success-

ful…they provide scalable and flexible solutions 

to assist us in maintaining 

Overstock's place as one of the world's most 

successful e-tailers."

– Stephen Tryon, Overstock.com

Overstock.com's Success Story 
Working with CrowdSource, Overstock added more 

than 4 million product attributes and optimized 

product and category descriptions for more than product and category descriptions for more than 

100,000 pages, all in fewer than 60 days. Within 30 

days, Overstock's product keywords improved in Goo-

gle's search results from an average ranking of sixth to 

fourth, producing an 84% increase in organic search 

traffic.
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